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BRENDA Tutorial
BRENDA pathway maps



BRENDA pathway maps

• overview on metabolic pathways and biochemical
processes
• interactive and intuitive networks on metabolome
levels with diverse functionalities
• visualization of enzyme and ligand information
• Mapping of individual experimental data



You can either search the BRENDA 
maps via ‚Quick Search‘….



…or directly by clicking on 
‚Metabolic Pathways‘.



The entry page shows the
overview map and diverse 
search, visualization and 
download options.



The overview map displays
all pathways organized in 8 
groups, depending on their
metabolic roles.



If you prefer to remove the
pathway categories, click on 
„Hide pathway categories“



For more information on a specific
pathway you could enter a search
term with a live search option
offering you possible pathway
names…



…or you directly choose one of
the single pathways inside the
map via double click



If you want to perform a „contains“ 
search in all metabolites or enzymes
throughout all pathways, enter the
name or a part of a name and use
the ENTER key to start the search…



…and all pathways containing the
metabolites or enzymes of
interest are highlighted.



If you search for an organism, 
the live search suggests a 
number of possible entries...



…all manually verified pathways
for the organism are highlighted…



…if you wish to extend the
results with text mining data
or SwissProt, or TrEMBL data
click the check boxes



…if you would like to display all 
taxonomic levels, click on 
„visualize taxonomic information“



Enter a metabolite or an enzyme, i.e. 
4.1.1.39, and all corresponding
pathways are highlighted



You can zoom in or out using the
scroll wheel or via double click.



The ellipses represent the enzymes
and the rectangles the metabolites.



You can display the
interpathway links and 
cofactors….



…or hide the interpathway
links and cofactors



All enzymes of the chosen pathway
are listed, and they are directly
linked to the corresponding enzyme
summary page in BRENDA



By clicking on the ellipse or the
rectangle detailed information
on the enzyme and metabolite
are displayed.



You could use the BRENDA Pathways
to plot your own experimental data, 
from i.e. proteomics, transcriptomics, 
or metabolomics anaylsis



1. Upload your data
2. Choose the identifier
3. Select the plot type
4. Run „Plot data“
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Double click one the framed
pathway to display the details.



Your data are directly
plotted into the pathway.



If you wish to download your
plotted pathway or any other one
from the pathway map, select one
and download it as *.svg to
continue processing in a graphical
software.



If you want to download more than
one pathway at once, first zoom 
into the map, hold the Ctrl key and 
click the pathways you are
interested in, and download them.


